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After the Hoverboard Revolution the IO HAWK NXT Skates bring the next step in the personal eMobility!
The two self balancing Hoverskates with extra wide wheels create a totally new feeling to drive, which can be
easily learned within 10 minutes. Thanks to the integrated Auto-Balance function, which keeps both the
skates upright and even, the stepping on and off is very simple. Due to the independent control of both
skates, the driving can be much more versatile as with a regular hoverboard. With the handy connecting pole
you can modify your skates to work as a hoverboard
quick and easy. This does not only give you some
variety, it also helps you to learn how to drive, in case
you do not have any experience with self-balancing
vehicles yet. The IO HAWK Skates are powered by two
Lithium-Ion batteries and carry you 8km far, with a
maximum speed of 12km/h. The charging takes only
around 2 hours, so the fun can continue after just a
short break. Should the skates have a low battery
during your ride, you can easily transport them, thanks
to their low weight of only 3.3kg and the integrated
carry handles. Additionally, you will find inside of the
rubber bumpers at the front and the back of the skates
LED lights, which ensure that you will not be overseen
in the dark.
ARE U READY FOR THE NEXT STEP?

The two independently controllable IO HAWK
Skates allow a more versatile driving as with a
regular hoverboard. Two Lithium-Ion batteries
take you 8km far, with a maximum speed of
12km/h.

IO HAWK Skates are equipped with an AutoBalance function, which keep both the skates
standing upright, even if there is no driver
standing on it. This allows you to step on and off
easy and simple.

The IO HAWK Skates come with a connecting
pole, which can be installed quick and easy to
the skates. This way you transform your two
single skates into one hoverboard. This is not
only a 2in1 solution, but may ease the learning
for beginners to get used to the feeling of
driving a self-balanced vehicle.

Inside of the rubber bumpers, which protect the
skates against scratches, are LED lights located
that make sure that you will not be overseen in
the dark. It also shows you the current status of
the battery.

Next to the front+back bumpers, there is
another set of bumpers on the sides, which are
both protectors and carry handle. This allows
you to take your skates easily to any places.

With its light weight of only 3.3kg per Skate it is
easy to transport.

Controlled by your body‘s center of gravity.
Range of up to 8km.
Maximum speed 12km/h.

Battery charging time 2 hours maximum.

The IO HAWK Skates are certified with IP65 dust- and splash-resistance. So
a short rain will not stop you and you IO HAWK Skates.

The IO HAWK Skates have two rubber platforms, which take care of your
save stand. The device works with gyroscoped and accelerometers, which
are controlled by your body‘s center of gravity.

Specifications
Maximum speed

12 km/h

Maximum Range

8 km

Turning Radius

0°

Dust- & Splash Resistance

IP65

Battery

Lithium-Ion 54Wh each
Skate

Charging Voltage

AC 100-220V / 50-60 Hz

Storage Temperature

0°C - +40°C

Charging Temperature

0°C - +40°C

Operation Temperature

-10°C - +40°C

Certifications

CE, FCC, RoHS

Measures (each Skate)

22,7 x 15,5 x 11,3 cm

Weight (net)

3.3kg each Skate

Loading weight (max)

100 kg total

Wheel diameter

3.5 Zoll

